
Poetry 
An introduction  

 

“We read & write poetry because we are 
members of the human race, and the 
human race is full of passion!” – Dead 
Poet’s Society 



Video clip – Dead Poet’s Society – Why we read & write poetry 



I-pad Air Commercial, featuring poem O Me! O Life! by Walt 
Whitman 



Poetry Writing Prompt 

• In your writer’s notebook, respond to 

    the following questions: 

 

– Make a declarative statement  

about poetry, and support it with proof. 

Poetry is ____________. 

 

– In response to Whitman, what will be the 
verse that you contribute to the human story? 



What is poetry? 

• Some suggestions from: 
http://www.poetrymagic.co.uk/whatispoetry.html 

 

•  Poetry is a short piece of 
imaginative writing, of a personal 
nature and laid out in lines  

 

•  Poetry is a responsible attempt to 
understand the world in human terms 
through literary composition 

http://www.poetrymagic.co.uk/whatispoetry.html


How else can we describe poetry? 

The art of the  

unsayable 

 
 A good poem lies somewhere 

between mere words  
 
 (we often have to read between the 

lines or make connections to add to 
a poem’s meaning) 
 



 Poetry is an act of discovery – to write 
and to be understood 

 

How else can we describe poetry? 



Students define poetry 

Poetry is a literary art in which one writes 
about things.  I say “things” because it isn’t 

always real.  Poems express a poet’s feelings, 
share suggestions or ideas. 

Poetry is like a song without the music.  It’s 
an art, a way to express how you feel when 

you cannot just say it.  It’s a way to proclaim 
love, to capture memories, or to share your 

thoughts in a few or many simple lines. 

Poetry is the easiest way to write 
about any thoughts, feelings or 

ideas the come to mind because it 
doesn’t have to make sense. 



 

Slam Poetry 

Slam Poetry 2 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpW-xoCkRFE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqnWyJP_eik
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpW-xoCkRFE


Write Break 

• Look at your response to poetry. 

– Have your initial thoughts changed? Explain. 

 

- What were your impressions of the video clips? 

 

- How could the study of poetry be made more 
interesting for you?  Provide some ideas. 

 

–   



How else can we describe poetry? 

 Poetry is unique to its author and common to 
the time period 

 



Poetry is also… 

 Not created by recipe, but through a creative 
process (every poem looks and sounds different) 

 



Poetry can be described as… 

ART of WORDS 
– We can think of a poet 

as an artist and 
therefore a poem as a 
piece of art 

 

– Poetry is art that needs 
to be praised, felt, 
analyzed, measured and 
compared 

 

 



 

Break 
Maya Angelou -- And Still I Rise 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqOqo50LSZ0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqOqo50LSZ0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqOqo50LSZ0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqOqo50LSZ0


Class Poetry Writing 

• Take your response to poetry, and choose 
your favourite line.   

 

• Revamp it – improve the word choice.  Give it 
voice & attitude. 

 

• Share your line with the class to make our 
own “Poetry is” poem. 



What is it good for? 

Entertainment 
 

  
 

 

Poetry can 
force us to 
laugh, cry,   
be angry,     

or connect to 
the human 
condition 



A maiden at college, Miss Breeze 

Was weighed down by B.A.s and Lit. D’s 

Collapsed from the strain 

Said her doctor, “It’s plain 

You are killing yourself by degrees!” 

 

It can be entertaining, 
like in this limerick… 



Or this limerick, which is fairly truthful   

The limerick packs laughs anatomical 

Into space that is quite economical. 

But the good ones I've seen 

So seldom are clean - 

And the clean ones so seldom are 
comical. 

 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.limerick-poems.com/images/Limericks-Button.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.limerick-poems.com/&usg=__2p71TTZrQNXUEzoAkS-q5JcW8q0=&h=465&w=465&sz=21&hl=en&start=7&um=1&tbnid=89-S1yV0V50S4M:&tbnh=128&tbnw=128&prev=/images?q=funny+limerick&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLR&sa=N&um=1


What is poetry good for? 

• Celebration (song, to cherish a loved one) 

 

What though the radiance which was once so bright 

Be now forever taken from my sight, 

Though nothing can bring back the hour 

Of splendor in the grass, of glory in the flower; 

We will grieve not, rather find 

Strength in what remains behind. 

 

William Wordsworth, Intimations of Immortality 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.iwcc.edu/syshra/files/2009/04/balloons.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blogs.iwcc.edu/syshra/2009/04/&usg=__mT6dXAK0LMfGwMNUxBUOjmo4Mcs=&h=657&w=525&sz=32&hl=en&start=4&um=1&tbnid=9hzM9eMtLVD1lM:&tbnh=138&tbnw=110&prev=/images?q=balloons&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLR&sa=N&um=1
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.iwcc.edu/syshra/files/2009/04/balloons.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blogs.iwcc.edu/syshra/2009/04/&usg=__mT6dXAK0LMfGwMNUxBUOjmo4Mcs=&h=657&w=525&sz=32&hl=en&start=4&um=1&tbnid=9hzM9eMtLVD1lM:&tbnh=138&tbnw=110&prev=/images?q=balloons&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLR&sa=N&um=1
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://etc.usf.edu/clipart/12900/12935/mccrea-grave_12935_lg.gif&imgrefurl=http://etc.usf.edu/clipart/12900/12935/mccrea-grave_12935.htm&usg=__EZu9ZZrbd29wtlr0KZeaisIPA3A=&h=425&w=700&sz=71&hl=en&start=11&um=1&tbnid=l-OJAd64mmdbPM:&tbnh=85&tbnw=140&prev=/images?q=tombstone+clipart&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLR&sa=N&um=1


Poetry is also used in Chants (think rhythm and rhyme) 

 

 Ole, Ole, Ole, Ole…Ole, Ole!   

 (The sport anthem) 



Or this catchy Prince Edward Island Chant 
Go Team Go! 

 I was Prince Edward Island born  

 and Prince Edward Island bred  

 and when I die I’ll be Prince 
Edward Island dead,  

 for it’s Prince Edward Island Island,  

 Prince Edward Island Island,  

 Prince Edward Island Island PEI. 

 
  

 Some travel east  

 and some travel west  

 but where they  

 go they know PEI’s the best  

 for it’s Prince Edward Island Island,  

 Prince Edward Island Island,  

 Prince Edward Island Island PEI. 

 
 



What is it good for? 

 Helping to learn or remember things 

 

–Never Eat Soggy Waffles 

             (or Never Eat Shredded Wheat) 

 

– A drop, a drop, a drop will do 
Any more is too much glue. 

 



What is it good for? 

• Selling things (ideas or products – jingles) 

 
Oscar Mayer Weiner Jingle 

Oh, I wish I were an Oscar Mayer weiner 
That is what I'd truely like to be 

'Cuz if Iwere an Oscar Mayer weiner 
Everyone would be in love with me! 

Gimme a break, gimme a break, 

Break me off a piece of that… 



Some Different Forms of Poetry 

• Acrostic 

• Ballad 

• Dramatic monologue 

• Epic 

• Haiku 

• Limerick 

• Lyric 

• Ode 

• Rhyme 

• Sonnet 

• Free Verse 



Poems have deep hidden meaning. 

Somewhat Agree 

 

Strongly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 

 

Somewhat Disagree 

4 corners activity – move to the corner that best 
correspondents to how you feel about the statement. 



Poetry is irrelevant in modern society. 

Somewhat Agree 

 

Strongly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 

 

Somewhat Disagree 

4 corners activity – move to the corner that best 
correspondents to how you feel about the statement. 



The “Deep Hidden Meaning” Myth! 

• Most people think poems are written with 
some "deep hidden meaning." They're not. 
Some poems may be riddles, but that's not the 
same as a deep hidden meaning.  

 (http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm#
hidden) 

 

http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm
http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm


Deep Hidden Meaning 

• The "deep hidden meaning" people get from poems 
comes from literary analysis, and we can subject any 
piece of writing to that. We can analyze a political 
speech, an advertisement, history book, or a letter 
from your girlfriend or boyfriend. Literary poetry, 
though, is condensed. Good poetry is rich and 
suggestive. So ideally, a line of poetry says a lot more 
than the same amount of prose, and analyzing a 
poem should give you a lot more than analyzing an 
advertisement. But that doesn't mean the poet hid the 
meaning in the poem. 
(http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm#hidden) 

 

http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm


Why read poetry? 
• Entertainment. Poems can make you laugh, cry, smile, think, 

brood -- the same kinds of things movies, songs, or paintings 
can do.  

• But poetry is an art form that we're not familiar with today, so 
we have to learn to appreciate it, just the way that Anne 
Bradstreet, were she suddenly transported to our world, would 
have to learn how to watch a movie.  

• (http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm) 
 

http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm


• And just as some movies are more difficult than others, some poems are 
easy to read and follow, while others require more attention. (Most films 
are pretty easy to figure out, but some films, such as Momento, or Crash, 
or Arnold Schwarzenegger's Last Action Hero, or Quentin Tarantino's Pulp 
Fiction take a little more thought to follow. It is the same with poetry.) 



How is poetry entertainment? 

• Poetry is the ultimate art for people who like 
language.  
 

• In poems, poets try to express ideas or feelings, 
convey experiences, or describe things in language 
that follows some kind of form (e.g. rhyming 
couplets).  

  



 

Break 

One Tree Hill -- Brooke's Wedding Speech 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZrAQYte41Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZrAQYte41Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZrAQYte41Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZrAQYte41Y


Write Break 

– Have you ever seen or heard poetry used to 
commemorate an important event?  What was it?  
Did it suit the occasion? 

– Answer the question again –what is poetry? 

– What questions do you have so far?  

   Jot them down. 



• As we read a poem, sometimes we enjoy the sound of the language 
itself.  Here's an example of a poem that is pure sound: 

 



How do you read poetry? 

 Poetry is written to be heard. In the 
1800s, it was common for people to get 
together and read poetry to each other.  
 

 The poem wasn't simply a piece of 
language that conveyed data; it was 
meant to be heard the way a song was 
meant to be sung.  
 

 In order to read poetry well, though, you 
need to know a little about prosody. 
Prosody is the theory of rhyme and meter.  
Knowing prosody is to poetry what 
reading sheet music is to music. 
(http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetrygu
ide.htm#hidden) 
 

http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm
http://garts.latech.edu/owl/literature/poetryguide.htm


More on Prosody 

• How would you read the following lines, from 
Dr. Seuss? 

 
 

 

"Reading with prosody" means infusing emotional expression in a 
conversational style while reading aloud. (improving fluency!) 

Today you are you, that is truer than true.  
There is no one alive who is youer than you. 

The more that you read, the more things you will know. 
The more that you learn, the more places you'll go. 



Major Hint for Reading Aloud: 

Pay attention to PUNCTUATION!!! 

This will help determine pace and overall flow 

 

Remember the rules you learned as a kid: 

– Period. – complete stop – take a pause 

– Comma, Semi-colon; colon : – short stop – 
take a short pause 

– Exclamation mark !– shows emotion – speak 
with it 

– Question mark ? – shows an interrogative 
sentence – make it sound like a question 



Try to read the following poem to make it flow smoothly 

Poem 180 
William Wordsworth 

 
A slumber did my spirit seal; 

I had no human fears; 
She seem’d a thing that could not feel 

The touch of earthly years. 
 

No motion has she now, no force; 
She neither hears nor sees; 

Roll’d round in earth’s diurnal* course 
With rocks, and stones, and trees. 

Diurnal –  
what the heck? 
 
The behaviour of 
plants and animals 
that are active 
during the daytime 



  Prosody & Rhythm 
 In order to accurately recite (read aloud) 

poetry, you usually need to read the poem over 
several times to get the flow or rhythm correct. 

 
 We could talk in feet and syllables, metre or 

rhyme scheme, but let’s just focus on finding a 
rhythm that makes the poem sound fluent or 
flow smoothly. 

 
 Every poem has a flow to it – you just need to 

find it!  Think of it like the way you would sing 
a verse of music.  You will need to read a poem 
several times to get a feel for rhythm, and you 
will have to read it aloud. 



How To Read Poetry: 

1. Read through to get a sense 

2. Note the rhyme scheme 

3. Read the poem aloud 

4. Look up words you don’t understand 

5. Re-read the poem aloud 

6. Mark off sections (like speeches given by a 
character, discussions of a topic, changes of 
mood, or a new stage of an argument)  



7. Re-read the poem 
8. Figure out the intended tone – 

emotion (is the poet using soft 
words?  Angry words?  Depressing 
words?  Optomistic words?  Loving 
words?  What overall images is 
he/she creating with the language? 

9. Re-read the poem 
10. Examine poetic devices 
11. Analyze it – What does it all mean?   
 What is the poet trying to say? 
12. Evaluate it – Do I like it?  Why or 

why not?  How does it relate to 
me/my world? 



[You Are Reading This Too Fast] 
a poem by Ken Norris 

 You are reading this too fast. 

 Slow down, for this is poetry 

 and poetry works slowly. 

 Unless you live with it a while 

 the spirit will never descend. 

 It’s so easy to quickly cut across the surface 

 and then claim there was nothing to find. 



 Touch the poem gently with your eyes 

 just as you would touch a lover’s flesh. 

 Poetry is an exercise in patience, 

 you must wait for it to come to you. 

 The spirit manifests in many guises; 

 some quiver with beauty, 

 some vibrate with song. 

  

http://fc08.deviantart.com/fs24/i/2008/025/2/2/Window_To_The_Soul_by_signalbox.jpg


 What is happening? 

 Slow down, slow down, 

 take a few deep breaths, 

 read the poem slowly, 

 read the lines one at a time, 

 read the words one by one, 

 read the spaces between the words, 

 get sleepy, this is poetry, 

 relax until your heart 

 is vulnerable, wide open. 



Poetry as a form of writing 

• Poetry is the ultimate form for 
people who love language and 
words 

 

• To understand poetry, we must 
understand the creative 
language with which it is written 



The 3 Basic Parts of a Poem 

• Stanza: a group of lines set off from the other lines in a poem. The 
poetic equivalent of a paragraph.  
In traditional poems, the stanza usually contains a unit of thought, 
much like a paragraph.  

 
• Line: a single line of poetry. What gets confusing is that this isn’t 

necessarily where a reader should stop reading.  Poetry is best read 
from one punctuation mark to the next. 
 

• Foot: the basic underlying rhythm of a poem.  It is usually a syllable or 
a group of 2 or 3 syllables. Typically a foot will contain a stressed (an 
accented, long syllable) and an unstressed (a short) syllable.  
 

• Example of a foot:  family (fa-stressed mi- unstressed ly- unstressed) 
         destroy (de- unstressed stroy- stressed) 

/ u u 



Looking at the basic parts of a poem: 

 He seemed to know the harbour, 
So leisurely he swam; 
His fin, 
Like a piece of sheet-iron, 
Three-cornered, 
And with knife-edge, 
Stirred not a bubble 
As it moved 
With its base-line on the water. 
 
 

 His body was tubular 
And tapered 
And smoke-blue, 
And as he passed the wharf 
He turned, 
And snapped at a flat-fish 
That was dead and floating. 
And I saw the flash of a white throat, 
And a double row of white teeth, 
And eyes of metallic grey, 
Hard and narrow and slit. 
 
 

  
 
 

 Then out of the harbour, 
With that three-cornered fin 
Shearing without a bubble the water 
Lithely, 
Leisurely, 
He swam— 
That strange fish, 
Tubular, tapered, smoke-blue, 
Part vulture, part wolf, 
Part neither—for his blood was cold.  
 

The Shark by Edwin John Pratt 

line 

 
stanza 



Literary Devices / Figurative Language 

• Figurative language is language that 
requires the reader to make 
connections that are not obvious in the 
mere words themselves – you must 
read between the lines and make 
meaning 

 

• Figurative language is used in other 
forms of writing as well, such as short 
stories and essays.  In these forms, we 
refer to it as rhetoric or literary 
devices. 

 

 

 



Poetic Devices/ Figurative Language 

  
 
SOUND DEVICES: 
 

o Alliteration – repetition of consonant sounds  
 (balmy beach blues) 
 
o Onomatopoeia – use of words which imitate 

sound  
 (cuckoo, crash, boom, smack) 
 

 
 
 

Poets are crafty writers, so they use different devices that 
help make poetry interesting.  Here are a few that you will 
be required to know: 



What did the poet say to Luke Skywalker? 

Brain 
Break 



PLAYING WITH WORDS 

 
o Hyperbole – an overstatement or exaggeration  
 (I waited forever to hear my name called.) 
 
o Repetition – repeating of words, lines, phrases or stanzas 
 (Not a word was uttered, not a word.) 
 ( I have a dream…) 
 
o Oxymoron – combining two contradictory words to create a unique 

description – a type of irony 
 (beautiful disaster, organized chaos) 
 
o Pun – a play on words; a humorous use of a word or phrase to place 

emphasis on its various meanings 
 (The dance club opened to rave reviews.) 
 (I wondered why the baseball was getting bigger. Then it hit me.) 
 (I'm reading a book about anti-gravity. It's impossible to put down.) 
 

 



 
MAKING COMPARISON 
 
o Simile – a comparison between two 

things using like  or as  
 (She was as dull as a doorknob.) 
 
o Metaphor – an implied comparison  
 (Words are bullets and should be used 

sparingly, toward a target.) 
 
 
 
 
 



Write Break 

• Write an example for 3 of the poetic devices 
we have discussed thus far (alliteration, 
onomatopoeia, hyperbole, oxymoron, pun, 
simile, metaphor) 



OBJECTIFICATION 
 
o Symbolism – when an object, image, word or action 

means more than its literal meaning 
 (nightingale – bird – symbolizing pure joy) 
 
o Personification – giving human qualities to something 

not human (like an animal or inanimate object) 
 (The daffodils bowed their yellow heads.) 
 
o Imagery – words or phrases that appeal to the senses  
 (The bright sun parted the clouds.) 

 



How does a poet sneeze? 

Brain 
Break 

 
 
 
  
 

Haiku! 



How many literary devices can you locate in this poem?  Find 1 simile,  
2 metaphors, 2 alliterative statements and one double meaning of a word.   

 He seemed to know the harbour, 
So leisurely he swam; 
His fin, 
Like a piece of sheet-iron, 
Three-cornered, 
And with knife-edge, 
Stirred not a bubble 
As it moved 
With its base-line on the water. 
 
 

 His body was tubular 
And tapered 
And smoke-blue, 
And as he passed the wharf 
He turned, 
And snapped at a flat-fish 
That was dead and floating. 
And I saw the flash of a white throat, 
And a double row of white teeth, 
And eyes of metallic grey, 
Hard and narrow and slit. 
 
 

  
 
 

 Then out of the harbour, 
With that three-cornered fin 
Shearing without a bubble the water 
Lithely, 
Leisurely, 
He swam— 
That strange fish, 
Tubular, tapered, smoke-blue, 
Part vulture, part wolf, 
Part neither—for his blood was cold.  
 

The Shark by Edwin John Pratt 

Lithely – readily bent, 
supple, with effortless grace  



Other things to consider… 

Tone 
– The tone of the poem is the "voice" 

you imagine the poem is read in.  

 

– It can be angry or sinister or sad, etc.  

 

– It’s the “expression of attitude” in a 
poem 

 



Examples of  
Words that Describe Tone 

• Affectionate 

• Angry 

• Annoyed 

• Bitter 

• Blunt  

• Bossy 

• Cold 

• Compassionate 

• Conceited 

 

• Confident 

• Confused 

• Cynical 

• Delightful 

• Depressed 

• Doubtful 

• Encouraging 

• Excited 

• Fearful 

 

• Frustrated 

• Furious 

• Gleeful 

• Greedy 

• Hopeless 

• Humourous 

• Impatient 

• Mocking 

• Nostalgic 

 
For a more extensive list, visit this link: Words to Describe Tone 

http://schol.wordpress.com/2009/09/20/words-to-describe-tone/


Write Break 

• Go back to the poem Sound of Silence.   

• What word would you use to describe the 
intended tone of the poem?   

• Explain why this word is suitable. 



Other things to consider… 

Mood 
– The mood is very close to the tone as the tone often adds to the 

mood of the poem. It can be described using the same type of 
words (adjectives for feelings). 

 

– The mood is the overall feeling of the poem.  This can be 

created by the tone or by the word choices of the poem.  For 
example, if the mood is sadness, there may be a lot of words 
that are related to death, tragedy, depression or loneliness. 

 

– There may also be lots of punctuation that slows the reader 
down, and/or the writer may use a rhythm that is quite somber. 

 



Let’s try an exercise in mood.   
Which words would help to express sadness? 

• Sunshine 

• Sorrow 

• Desolate 

• Encouraging 

• Vibrant 

• Misery 

• Meager 

 

 

• Euphoria 

• Woeful 

• Dejected 

• Dazzling 

• Beaming 

• Hopeful 

• Weeping  



Poetry Break 

Developing Mood 

As you watch, determine 
the mood of this piece with 
support (examples of the 
word choice used) 

http://siili.buzznet.com/user/video/46250/simpsons-raven/


Write Break 

• Describe the intended mood of the poem 
Sound of Silence. 

• Use textual evidence to support your ideas. 

– Textual evidence – quoted lines or 
summarized content of the poem 

 



Other things to consider… 

Context 
– Historical (time period & location) and literary (genre, time 

period, location, style) contexts can help us better understand a 
poet’s work. 

 

– Because poetry is often a person’s attempt to deal with a 
certain problem, it is often important to know from what lens 
they are viewing that problem. 

 

– By lens, we can think about: 

• What was life like for the poet? 

• What struggles, diversities, circumstances, or hurtles did the 
poet have to overcome or deal with during his/her lifetime? 

• What world issues were prevalent during his/her lifetime 
(racial, gender, sexual discrimination, war, poverty, 
prosperity, etc)? 

 



Write Break 

• Let’s take a look at Paul Simon, the man who 
wrote the song Sound of Silence and try to 
answer these questions: 

• What was life like for Mr. Simon? 

• What struggles, diversities, circumstances, or hurtles did he have to 
overcome or deal with during his/her lifetime? 

• What world issues were prevalent during his lifetime (racial, gender, 
sexual discrimination, war, poverty, prosperity, etc)? 

 



Other things to consider… 

  Theme 
– The theme of any piece of literature is the Controlling Idea. 

 

– The controlling idea of a poem is the idea continuously developed 
throughout the poem by sets of key words that identify the poet's subject 
and his attitude or feeling about it.   
 

– It may also be suggested by the title of a poem or by segment(s) of the 
poem.   
 

– It is rarely stated explicitly by the poet, but it can be stated by the reader 
and it can be stated in different ways.   
 

– The controlling idea is an idea, not a moral; it is a major idea, not a 
minor supporting idea or detail; and it controls or dominates the poem as 
a whole.   

 Source: Lopez, Diana < http://litera1no4.tripod.com/themepoetry_frame.html> 
  

http://litera1no4.tripod.com/themepoetry_frame.html


Write Break 

• Create a theme statement suitable for Sound 
of Silence and defend it with proof & 
support/evidence. 

 



Examples of Theme Statements 
• Gossip can cause serious damage to a person’s reputation. 

 

• Poverty may transform honest people into criminals. 

 

• Friends are not always trustworthy. 

 

• Long held beliefs and values rarely change unless stimulated by a dramatic 
event. 

 

• When torn between two separate worlds, each with its own set of values, 
individuals must work to find their own true beliefs. 

 

• A child's sense of identity comes from interacting with others. If no positive 
role model is available, the child may never reach his/her true potential. 



Poems can be quite straightforward  
or more complex. 

 
Let’s look at a few poems together… 



Crickets – a concrete poem 
by Adam Saroyan 

crickets 

crickess 

cricksss 

cricssss 

crisssss 

crssssss 

csssssss 

ssssssts 

sssskets 

sssckets 

ssickets 

srickets 

crickets 

What, do you 
think, is the 
primary 
purpose in this 
poem? 



On Mona’s Smile 
by Wiona Baker 

I know what brought 

That expression to her face. 

During one of her sittings 

Leo said to her, “You know, Mona 

you’re very intelligent 

for a woman.” 



Sing a Song of Sixpence 
Children’s Nursery Rhyme 

 
Sing a song of sixpence a pocket full of rye, 
Four and twenty blackbirds baked in a pie. 

When the pie was opened the birds began to sing, 
Oh wasn't that a dainty dish to set before the king? 

The king was in his counting house counting out his money, 
The queen was in the parlour eating bread and honey 
The maid was in the garden hanging out the clothes, 

When down came a blackbird and pecked off her nose! 

 
 



Breathe by Anna Nalick 

 2 AM and she calls me 'cause I'm still awake, 
"Can you help me unravel my latest mistake?, 
I don't love him. Winter just wasn't my season" 
Yeah we walk through the doors, so accusing 
their eyes 
Like they have any right at all to criticize, 
Hypocrites. You're all here for the very same 
reason 
 
'Cause you can't jump the track, we're like cars 
on a cable 
And life's like an hourglass, glued to the table 
No one can find the rewind button, girl. 
So cradle your head in your hands 
And breathe... just breathe, 
Oh breathe, just breathe 
 
May he turned 21 on the base at Fort Bliss 
"Just a day" he said down to the flask in his fist, 
"Ain't been sober, since maybe October of last 
year." 
Here in town you can tell he's been down for a 
while, 
But, my God, it's so beautiful when the boy 
smiles, 
Wanna hold him. Maybe I'll just sing about it. 
 
 

Cause you can't jump the track, we're like cars on a 
cable, 
And life's like an hourglass, glued to the table. 
No one can find the rewind button, boys, 
So cradle your head in your hands, 
And breathe... just breathe, 
Oh breathe, just breathe 
 
There's a light at each end of this tunnel, 
You shout 'cause you're just as far in as you'll ever be 
out 
And these mistakes you've made, you'll just make them 
again 
If you only try turning around. 
 
2 AM and I'm still awake, writing a song 
If I get it all down on paper, it's no longer inside of me, 
Threatening the life it belongs to 
And I feel like I'm naked in front of the crowd 
Cause these words are my diary, screaming out loud 
And I know that you'll use them, however you want to 
 
But you can't jump the track, we're like cars on a cable, 
And life's like an hourglass, glued to the table 
No one can find the rewind button now 
Sing it if you understand. 
and breathe, just breathe 
woah breathe, just breathe, 
Oh breathe, just breathe, 
Oh breathe, just breathe. 
 

 

What are 
the 2 
major 
similes in 
the 
chorus? 

Find a metaphor and an instance of 
personification in the song. 



Comfortably Numb 
by Pink Floyd 

 
There is no pain, you are receding. 

A distant ships smoke on the horizon. 
You are only coming through in waves. 
Your lips move but I can’t hear what 

you’re sayin. 
When I was a child I had a fever. 

My hands felt just like two balloons. 
Now I got that feeling once again. 

I can’t explain, you would not understand. 
This is not how I am. 

I have become comfortably numb. 

 
Find a simile and an oxymoron in this section 
of the lyrics. 



William Shakespeare - Sonnet #18 
  Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day?  

 Thou art more lovely and more temperate:  
 Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,  
 And Summer's lease hath all too short a date:  
 Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,  
 And oft' is his gold complexion dimm'd;  
 And every fair from fair sometime declines,  
 By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd:  
 But thy eternal Summer shall not fade  
 Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest;  
 Nor shall Death brag thou wanderest in his shade,  
 When in eternal lines to time thou growest:  
 So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,  
 So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.  

What is the overall idea in this poem?  
For what purpose do you think it was 
written? 
Who is it addressed to? 

http://www.artofeurope.com/shakespeare/index.html


  You see, poetry is all around us.  We 
 enjoy it daily without even realizing it. 

 

  Where else have you seen, heard, and 
 enjoyed poetry? 

 

  Be open to it! 



Poetic Devices Hunt 

Using your textbook, find examples of the 
following poetic devices: 

 

Explain each of the similes 

& metaphors. 

 

Be prepared to submit  

these on looseleaf paper  

 

2 similes 
2 metaphors 
2 alliteration 
2 personification 
1 hyperbole 
1 oxymoron 
1 onomatopoeia 


